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Abstract

Gray mail, messages that could reasonably
be considered either spam or good by differ-
ent email users, is a commonly observed is-
sue in production spam filtering systems. In
this paper we study this class of mail using a
large real-world email corpus and signature-
based campaign detection techniques. Our
analysis shows that even an optimal filter will
inevitably perform unsatisfactorily on gray
mail, unless user preferences are taken into
account. To overcome this difficulty we de-
sign a light-weight user model that is highly
scalable and can be easily combined with a
traditional global spam filter. Our approach
is able to incorporate both partial and com-
plete user feedback on message labels and
catches up to 40% more spam from gray mail
in the low false-positive region.

1 Introduction

Publicly available email corpora for spam filtering
often implicitly or explicitly assume that the label
of a message does not depend on who receives the
mail (Cormack & Lynam, 2005; Cormack, 2006). Al-
though this assumption is somewhat necessary as a
clear annotation guideline for creating benchmark cor-
pora, unfortunately it does not always hold in practice.
For example, a particular company may send monthly
advertisements to past customers. Even though the
email content is the same, some users consider this
good mail while others treat it as spam (Fallows, 2003).
As another example, it is common for users to begin re-
porting newsletters as spam rather than unsubscribing
them, even if they had previously signed up to receive
those newsletters (Email Sender and Provider Coali-
tion, 2007). In these cases, nearly identical messages
sent to multiple recipients have no globally correct la-

bel and can be reasonably treated as either good or
spam. Such messages are called gray mail, which is
first addressed in (Yih et al., 2007).

Not surprisingly, the seemingly inconsistent labels of
gray mail messages present a difficult challenge to
spam filtering. When learning a filter, the learner is
faced with the problem of how to handle gray mail ap-
propriately. One possible strategy is to treat it as a la-
bel noise issue, where the labels of some gray messages
can be “corrected” before used for training. Perhaps
more seriously, because identical messages will have
the same predicted label at run time, the decision is
a classification error to some users, even if the filter is
globally “optimal”.

To overcome these difficulties, in this paper, we first
analyze the properties of gray mail using a large cor-
pus obtained via campaign detection techniques. By
clustering near duplicate email in a collection of more
than 2.6 million messages and examining their labels,
we managed to obtain a large corpus of gray mail. Our
study confirms that a big portion of email does be-
long to gray mail. Moreover, we show that a globally
trained content-based filter performs poorly on this
special category of mail and even a perfect filter will
inevitably produce some classification errors. To solve
the gray mail problem, certain degree of personaliza-
tion is thus necessary.

For this purpose, we design an approach that incorpo-
rates user preferences into the classification model to
avoid the limitations of global filtering. Unlike previ-
ous personalized filtering schemes which incur signif-
icant storage and processing costs per user, our user
models are highly scalable and practical for large Web-
based mail systems. We find that, with very little ad-
ditional cost beyond current global filtering systems,
we are able to incorporate both partial and complete
user feedback on message labels and catches up to 40%
more spam from gray mail in the low false-positive re-
gion.



The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We first
revisit the gray mail problem by measuring its perva-
siveness and quantifying the limitations of global filters
in Section 2. We then discuss the need for personalized
filtering and propose various user models in Section 3,
followed by the experimental evaluation in Section 4.
Finally, we introduce other related work in Section 5
and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 The Gray Mail Problem

In this section we study the effects of gray mail on
spam filtering. We first describe how we obtain a gray
mail corpus using signature-based campaign detection
techniques and then proceed to quantify the prevalence
of gray mail and the limitations it places on global
filters.

2.1 Obtaining a Gray Mail Corpus

To obtain a gray mail corpus we mine a large email
dataset for campaigns that have been labeled incon-
sistently by different recipients. The labeled messages
come from the Hotmail Feedback Loop and the cam-
paigns are detected with a recently developed near-
duplicate detection technology. We describe each of
these as follows.

The Hotmail Feedback Loop: The gray mail
problem has been overlooked in the research commu-
nity and can only be observed in a more realistic en-
vironment. Fortunately, having access to the Hotmail
Feedback Loop data provides us the opportunity to ex-
amine this problem closely. The Feedback Loop data
consists of messages labeled as spam or good by polling
over 200,000 Hotmail volunteers daily. In this data
collection mechanism, each user is given a special copy
of an email message sent to them and is asked to an-
notate the message as good or spam. There is a sig-
nificant fraction of mail that is immediately deleted
and never enters this process (e.g., from block lists of
clearly known spammers), but the remaining mail rep-
resents the distribution of mail that is sent to Hotmail
accounts and dispatched to either a user’s inbox, junk
folder, or deleted by filters. By asking users to label
their own messages, we believe we get the true, up-
to-date personal judgements that only they can make.
In this analysis, and the remainder of this paper, we
use Feedback Loop data on messages received from
January through May 2007.

Email Campaign Detection: Because gray mail is
essentially messages that could be labeled either good
or spam by different users, the straightforward method
to find gray mail is to identify identical or near dupli-

cate messages in the dataset that have been labeled
differently by different users. Messages with almost
identical content and sent roughly in the same short
period are usually called an email campaign. Although
detecting email campaigns is an important anti-spam
technique, not all of the campaigns are spam messages.
Newsletters or commercial messages are often sent as
email campaigns and can often be detected using the
same method.

The campaign detection method we use in this paper
is a variation of I-Match (Chowdhury et al., 2002),
which has been shown very effective in finding near-
duplicate email messages (Kolcz & Chowdhury, 2007).
Briefly speaking, I-Match is one type of fingerprinting
method that generates a signature for an email mes-
sage. This method first pre-compiles a list of impor-
tant words, or lexicon, from a large document collec-
tion. The signature is simply a hashed representation
of the terms in the email that also occur in the lexicon.
This method is further enhanced by Kolcz and Chowd-
hury (2007) to use not only uni-grams (i.e., words in
the messages) but also some short n-grams based on
a language model, which tends to be more robust to
good-word attacks (Lowd & Meek, 2005) from spam-
mers.

Applying the near-duplicate detection method on the
Hotmail Feedback Loop mail collection, we are able
to find several email campaigns or clusters of identical
messages. If the messages in the same campaign are
labeled differently, then we consider it as a gray mail
campaign. Although the precision of this gray mail
detection approach is fairly high, its recall is unfortu-
nately limited by the sample size of the email collec-
tion. Remember that the Feedback Loop data is only
collected from a small portion of Hotmail users. De-
spite the fact that it contains millions of messages, the
data set is still just a small sample of messages sent to
Hotmail accounts. Therefore, small email campaigns
may not always be detected by this method.

Notice that the campaign detection technique is
mainly used for offline analysis of gray mail. For a
real-time spam filter that needs to detect gray mail
from large incoming mail streams, this is likely to be
expensive. One alternative is to use sender reputa-
tion. For example, if mail from a given sender IP is
consistently labeled as both spam and good by differ-
ent users, then all the messages it sends in the future
may be treated as gray mail. While this is not as
precise as the campaign detection technique because
some senders send a mix of clearly good and clearly
bad mail (e.g., forwarders), as we will discuss later in
Section 4.1, it is still a good and efficient alternative
in practice.



2.2 Limitations of Global Filtering

Given a gray mail corpus, we can now quantitatively
study the problem. Because a gray mail message can
be labeled as either spam or good, a conventional
global spam filter will be faced with the challenge of
learning over “noisy” training data and will inevitably
make mistakes at run time. This raises several in-
teresting questions, such as “what percentage of mail
belongs to gray mail?” and “how does gray mail affect
filter performance?” In this subsection we measure the
pervasiveness of gray mail and evaluate the use of noise
reduction techniques to build a traditional global fil-
ter. While we do observe improved performance over
a scheme in which the gray mail problem is simply ig-
nored, we discuss why this is a less preferable approach
to the problem. We then quantify the upper bounds
that gray mail places on the prediction accuracy of
any global filtering scheme and highlight the need for
personalized filtering.

Pervasiveness of Gray Mail: In order to measure
the ratio of gray mail versus all email messages, we an-
alyze messages received in April and May of 2007. The
number of total messages of this collection is 2,672,222.
Among them, 1,553,519 (58.1%) were labeled as spam
and the remaining 1,118,703 (41.9%) were labeled as
good. Applying the near-duplicate detection method
on this collection, we discovered 41,068 campaigns con-
taining at least 5 messages, which accounts for 848,153
(31.7%) messages in total. Although a large number
of these campaigns are either true spam or good cam-
paigns, many of them are gray mail campaigns. Fig-
ure 1 shows the label consistency of these campaigns.
The x-axis is the campaign spam ratio (i.e., the num-
ber of messages labeled as spam versus the total num-
ber of messages in a campaign) and the y-axis is the
total number of messages in all campaigns with that
spam ratio. As we can see from the figure, 28.6% of
the messages belong to campaigns with spam ratio 1.0,
the unambiguous spam campaigns. Similarly, at the
other end of this figure, 4.6% of the messages belong
to the “good” campaigns with spam ratio 0. Whether
the messages from other campaigns are label errors or
gray mail is less certain. If we assume there is no label
error, then all campaigns other than spam and good
are treated as gray mail, which has 66.8% of the cam-
paign messages. However, if we treat only email cam-
paigns with spam ratio between 0.2 and 0.8 as gray
mail, then gray mail accounts for 25.4% of all cam-
paign messages. In other words, at least 8.1% to 21.2%
of all messages can be categorized as gray mail. The
actual ratio could be higher since the near-duplicate
detection method does not capture all campaigns due
to the sampling issue discussed above.
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Figure 1: Volume of campaign mail by spam ratio.

A Label Noise Problem? Since gray mail presents
challenges to global filters both during training and
evaluation, we next quantify the effects of treating the
gray mail problem as another form of label noise. How
much better can global filtering become if we remove
gray mail label “noise” from the training set? Also,
given that a global filter cannot satisfy different user
opinions on the same mail, how would the performance
of a global filter change if we removed this “noise” from
the testing set?

We investigate these questions as follows. First we
choose January through March 2007 as our training
period and April through May 2007 as our testing
period. We then compare 4 configurations: cleaning
the training data only, cleaning the testing data only,
cleaning both the training and testing data, and no
cleaning at all. To clean a given dataset, we first apply
the campaign detection method on just that dataset
and then force all campaign mails to have the same
label as the majority vote within each campaign.

Using randomly selected 184,337 campaign messages
from the training period, a spam filter is trained using
content features such as words in the subject and body
by logistic regression (Goodman, 2002). This filter is
then tested using another 50,841 randomly selected
campaign messages from the testing period.

Figure 2 shows the ROC curves of these four configu-
rations in the low false-positive region. As indicated
in the figure, although cleaning the training data con-
sistently improves the filter (regardless of whether the
testing data is cleaned or not), the gain is minimal.
In contrast, most gain comes from cleaning the test-
ing data. That is, if the gray mail is treated as label
noise, then the performance of our spam filter on these
campaign messages is in fact much better.

If we focus on messages that belong to clearly gray
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Figure 2: Global filter performance on campaign mail
when treating gray mail as a label noise problem.
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Figure 3: Global filter performance on gray mail in
campaign messages when treating gray mail as a label
noise problem.

mail campaigns, then the performance difference is
even more substantial. We preserved messages in cam-
paigns with spam ratio between 0.2 and 0.8 in both
training and testing data and repeated the experi-
ments. Figure 3 shows the ROC curves of the cor-
responding four configurations. As also indicated by
this figure, the most gain still comes from cleaning the
testing data instead of cleaning the training data.

The above results seem to suggest that if gray mail
is considered a label noise issue, then a global filter
can perform well. This is especially true during eval-
uation if we use “cleaned” data to judge the effective-
ness of our filter. Unfortunately, this view is not fair
or practical. Users have differing preferences and any
majority-rules approach will not satisfy the needs of
all users.

Optimal Global Filtering: A natural question to
ask, then, is how good could an optimal global filter

perform? To answer this question we assume that any
standard global filter will output the same label for all
messages in a campaign. An “optimal” filter will then
take a majority-rules approach for each campaign to
minimize errors. For example, if a campaign has 20
messages where 3 are considered spam by the recip-
ients, then the filter should label all 20 messages as
good, which generates 3 false-negatives. Applying this
principle to these email campaigns, we found 23,749
false-positive cases and 17,319 false-negative cases. In
other words, even an optimal classifier will have 1.54%
classification error when the false-positive rate and the
false-negative rate are about the same. In practice,
though, filters are never perfect, and are usually tuned
to operate in the low false-positive region. Applying a
filter trained on the data collected in the training pe-
riod to the messages sampled from the testing period,
we found that gray mail accounts for at least 9% of
uncaught spam when operating at a low false-positive
rate.

3 Incorporating User Preferences

Since treating gray mail simply as a label noise is-
sue is unfair to some users, the spam filtering problem
becomes more challenging as gray mail places consid-
erable limitations on global filtering schemes. In par-
ticular, the correct email label not only depends on
the message, but also on the recipient. In this pa-
per we propose a personalized approach for handling
gray mail. Unlike traditional personalized approaches,
which often build personalized filters using training
sets with similar distributions to the messages received
by each user (Bickel & Scheffer, 2007; Segal, 2007),
we seek a solution that respects the fact that differ-
ent users have different opinions even on the same
mail. Furthermore, we search for a solution that is
appropriate for large-scale, Web-based email systems,
such as Hotmail, Yahoo! Mail, GMail and AOL. In
this setting, with a large number of users and noth-
ing more than a Web browser on the client side, it
is impractical to learn and apply heavyweight filters
for each user. Complete feedback on message labels
from each user cannot be assumed always available
either. In short, the personalization scheme has to
(1) respect each user’s mail distribution and individ-
ual preferences, (2) incur negligible storage, training,
and processing costs beyond a standard global filter-
ing system, and (3) do not require complete feedback
from each user.

To satisfy these requirements we propose using the
partitioned logistic regression (PLR) model (Chang
et al., 2008) that learns content and user models sep-
arately. While users share the same content model
trained on all mail, the user model can be built ef-



ficiently using only a few statistics of the messages
received by each user. The final prediction can be
treated as a simple multiplication of these two models.
In this section, we first briefly introduce partitioned
logistic regression and then present how we learn the
user model given either complete or partial user feed-
back.

3.1 Partitioned Logistic Regression

Conceptually, the partitioned logistic regression (PLR)
model can be treated as a set of local classifiers that
are trained by logistic regression using the same exam-
ples, but on different partitions of the feature space.
When applied to the task of spam filtering, a message
is represented by a feature vector X = XcXu, where
Xc and Xu are the content and user features, respec-
tively. Given an example X, the task is therefore to
predict its label Y ∈ {0, 1}, which represents whether
the message is good or spam. In the PLR model, such
conditional probability is proportional to the multipli-
cation of posteriors estimated by the local models.

P̂ (Y |X) ∝ P̂ (Y |Xc)P̂ (Y |Xu) (1)

In particular, both the content and user models (i.e.,
P̂ (Y |Xc) and P̂ (Y |Xu)) are logistic functions of the
weighted sum of the features, where the weights are
learned by maximizing the conditional likelihood of
the training data.

The PLR model enjoys several advantages in practice.
For example, its functional form is identical to the tra-
ditional logistic regression model learned on all the
features. For a system that uses the logistic function
for estimating probabilities, to change the model is
straightforward – simply replacing the weights with
the ones learned by the PLR model. It can also be
shown that the multiplication of the local predictions
in Equation 1 is equivalent to stating that different
groups of features are conditionally independent given
the class label, which makes partitioned logistic re-
gression a hybrid model of the generative model, naive
Bayes, and its discriminative counterpart, logistic re-
gression. Finally, by training local models on different
groups of features, the smoothing parameters can be
easily tuned separately, which often yields better final
predictions. For more discussions on the PLR model,
see (Chang et al., 2008).

When the logistic regression model is used for binary
classification, it is quite often that the conditional log-
odds instead of the posterior is used as the decision
function. While these two options produce equivalent
ranking results, the log-odds is more convenient to use
in practice since it is the weighted sum of the features.
The final binary prediction of the message label is an

indicator function – if the decision function is larger
than a pre-selected threshold θ, then the message is
classified spam.

Incorporating user preference in the PLR model as
stated in Equation 1 can be viewed as each individ-
ual user having their own decision threshold. Let o

be the odds of the label given the example and let oc

and ou be the odds of the content and user models,
respectively. Then from Equation 1,

log(o) > θ ⇔ log(oc) + log(or) + k > θ

⇔ log(oc) > θ − k − log(ou)

⇔ log(oc) > θu,

where k is a constant and θu ≡ θ − k − log(ou) is the
new threshold for the mail recipient u.

3.2 User Model

As discussed previously, the goal of the user model is
to capture the basic labeling preference of each mail
recipient. In other words, we would like to know how
likely a message will be labeled as spam by a user,
without knowing the content of the email. Although
some demographic information of a user, such as age or
gender, may be loosely related to his mail preference,
such information may not always exist and could be
inaccurate. Therefore, in this work we choose a more
direct and simple user feature – the recipient user id,
which is treated as a binary feature. For example, if
there are n users, then for a message sent to the j-th
user, the corresponding user feature, xj will be 1, but
all other n − 1 features will be 0.

Despite the fact that such a model can be trained us-
ing traditional logistic regression learning methods, a
direct way to estimate the “inbox spam ratio” of the
target user is by counting the number of spam mes-
sages and all messages received by him in the train-
ing period. Notice that this maximum likelihood es-
timation is the same as logistic regression learning;
the only difference is the smoothing technique used
in this method. We first examine how we derive this
model when complete user feedback on message labels
is available. Perhaps more importantly, we also dis-
cuss how robust the model is when such feedback is
limited.

3.2.1 Complete User Feedback

When the labels of messages sent to a target user are
available, we use the spam ratio of these messages
with a smoothing technique that is similar to using a
Dirichlet prior. Let cntspam(u) be the number of spam
messages sent to user u, cntall(u) the number of total
messages this user receives, and Pspam ≡ P̂ (Y = 1)



the estimated probability of a random message being
spam. The user model is derived using the following
formula.

P̂ (Y = 1|Xu) =
cntspam(u) + βPspam

cntall(u) + β
, (2)

where β is the smoothing parameter.

Similar to the common smoothing techniques used in
the naive Bayes model, as the number of labeled mes-
sages increases, cntspam(u) and cntall(u) will be the
dominant terms and the prior becomes less important.
On the other hand, if there is no feedback from this
user in the training period, the user model will reduce
to the class prior, Pspam, which is simply the spam
ratio of all the email in our collection.

3.2.2 Partial User Feedback

In more practical settings we will not know the true
labels of all messages that a user has received. Even in
this case, we can see from Equation 2 that it is still not
difficult to set the denominator, which is essentially
the total number of messages a user receives. The
challenge, though, is to estimate the number of spam
messages received by this user. It is common, how-
ever, to be able to collect some statistics to help make
this estimation. For example, although only a very
small portion of Hotmail users participate the Hotmail
Feedback Loop, ordinary users still provide a form of
feedback through “report as junk” buttons. This is a
common UI in most Web Mail systems. When a spam
message passes the filter and is delivered to someone’s
inbox, the user can press the button to move this mes-
sage from the inbox to the junk folder, and report this
message to the system.

There are a couple important issues when using the
number of junk mail reports as the substitute of the
real counts of spam messages. First of all, the user
does not see all the messages sent to him. Messages
that are highly likely to be spam may either be deleted
or put in the junk folder directly by the filter. Second,
not all users report junk mail. Therefore, the junk mail
reports are in fact a specific subset of the spam mes-
sages sent to the user. Considering these two issues,
we propose two formulas based on Equation 2.

The first formula assumes that all the spam messages
delivered to the inbox have been reported as junk mail
by the user. The total number of spam messages is
therefore the count of junk mail reports plus the spam
that is captured by the filter. Let prec be the overall
precision of the filter; namely, the number of true pos-
itives divided by the number of positive predictions.
The number of caught spam messages of a recipient u,
ct(u), is thus prec · cntfiltered(u), where cntfiltered(u)

is the number of messages sent to this user but consid-
ered as spam by the filter. Let jmr(u) be the number
of junk messages reported by recipient u during the
training period, then the final formula is:

P̂ (Y = 1|Xu) =
ct(u) + jmr(u) + βPspam

cntall(u) + β
(3)

Equation 3 assumes that all the spam messages sent
to the inbox have been reported by the user, which is
often not true. One way to adjust this assumption is to
add a term to estimate the number of spam messages
that are not reported. Let miss(u) be the number of
spam messages that are not captured by the filter nor
reported by the user. We use the following equation
to estimate this term.

miss(u) = Pspam · (cntall(u) − ct(u) − jmr(u))

The user model is therefore estimated as:

P̂ (Y = 1|Xu) =
ct(u) + jmr(u) + miss(u) + βPspam

cntall(u) + β
(4)

4 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed user models experimentally
in this section. In all the experiments, email received
between January and March 2007 are used for training,
while messages received between April and May 2007
are used for testing. We first discuss the method of
collecting most gray mail messages in an online spam
filtering setting and then compared our user models in
different scenarios.

4.1 Data: Mixed-sender Mail

Although with labeled email messages, the campaign
detection method described in Section 2 can capture
gray mail with high precision, there exist several dif-
ficulties in applying it to detecting gray mail in an
online, real-time spam filter. For example, despite the
fact that near-duplicate messages sent in roughly the
same short period can be clustered, knowing which of
them belongs to gray mail campaigns still needs the
labels of at least some of the messages. Unfortunately,
because email is not always read right after received
by the system, it takes some time to collect labels from
volunteer users through means like the Hotmail Feed-
back Loop. A decision on whether an incoming mes-
sage is gray mail cannot thus be reliably made imme-
diately via the campaign detection method. Besides
this critical issue, the coverage of detecting gray mail
is also limited due to the sampling issue as discussed
earlier.



One alternative of finding gray mail is to train a gray
mail classifier using a corpus obtained via campaign
detection techniques. While this approach has been
proposed in (Yih et al., 2007), it seems to have limited
success, partially due to the diversity of gray mail mes-
sages. On the other hand, identifying accurately gray
mail messages may not be necessary since it is only
an intermediate goal. Separating a subset of email
that contains most gray mail and applying the pro-
posed personalization schemes to improve spam filter-
ing would be sufficient.

Because of the above practical considerations, we ap-
ply our methods to only the mail from mixed senders.
Mixed senders are the IP addresses that used to send
both good and spam messages in the past. Although
some of them are clearly spam or good mail, these
messages also cover most gray mail. Using the mixed-
sender messages as the substitute of gray mail is also
an efficient solution in practice since it only needs to
maintain a list of mixed-sender IPs. Formally, we de-
fine the mixed senders as follows. Given an IP address
i, let mi be the set of messages sent from this IP ad-
dress during a selected period. The spam ratio, ri, is
then the number of spam messages in mi, divided by
|mi| (the total number of messages in mi). We then
treat senders who sent greater or equal to 5 messages
in this period with spam ratio between 0.2 and 0.8 as
mixed senders. The set of mixed senders, Smixed, is
thus:

Smixed = {i | 0.2 ≤ ri ≤ 0.8, |mi| ≥ 5}.

Messages sent from Smixed in the training and test-
ing periods are sampled to construct our training and
testing data and used in the experiments.

4.2 Results

To fully evaluate the methods described in Section 3,
we design two corresponding experimental scenarios.
The first one is the Complete User Feedback scenario,
which assumes that users provide the labels to all mes-
sages they receive. The other is the Partial User Feed-
back scenario, where we assume that for a group of
users, only some spam labels are given through the
junk mail report mechanism. We present the details
of these two scenarios, along with the experimental
results next.

4.2.1 Complete User Feedback Scenario

In this set of experiments, we use the traditional exper-
imental setting: the content-based filter and the user
model are trained using mail received in the training
period, and the filters are tested on messages received
in the testing period. In particular, we would like to
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Figure 4: The ROC curves of the content-based filter
and the model that incorporates user preferences.

examine how our personalization model can improve
the accuracy of spam prediction over the regular fil-
ter on the mixed-sender mail, when the complete user
feedback is available.

To build the conventional content-based filter, we train
a logistic regression model using 700,000 randomly
sampled mixed-sender messages received in the train-
ing period. The features used in this model are words
in the subject and body fields, plus a very small set of
some proprietary features. When combining the user
preference with the content-based filter via partitioned
logistic regression (cf. Section 3), the user model is es-
timated by Equation 2, where the spam ratio of mes-
sages each user receives is also derived from the mes-
sages received in the training period. The smoothing
parameter, β, is set to 1 for all users. Figure 4 shows
the ROC curves of these two filters when applied to
the 1,875,321 testing mixed-sender messages received
by 197,183 different users in the testing period.

From the figure, the first thing we notice is that
the conventional filter that relies only on the email
content performs poorly on mixed-sender messages,
where most of them are gray mail. For example,
the true positive rate at the false positive rate 0.1
(TPR@FPR=0.1) is merely 38.2%, indicating that a
lot of spam messages in the gray mail category can
easily pass the content-based filter. This result is es-
sentially consistent with previous analysis on the gray
mail corpus obtained using the campaign detection
techniques (cf. Figures 2 and 3). However, incorpo-
rating the user model does improve the result quite
substantially. As discussed earlier, our model can be
treated as each individual user has his own decision
threshold of the filter. In spite of its simplicity, the
true positive rate at 0.1 false-positive rate jumps from
38.2% to 60.8%, which indicates the importance of per-
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Figure 5: The data split for experiments of the partial
user feedback scenario.

sonalization in handling the gray mail issue.

4.2.2 Partial User Feedback Scenario

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, when applying the filter
to mail sent to ordinary users who do not provide their
label judgments, the main challenge is to construct the
user model based on partial user feedback – the junk
mail reports. In order to simulate this scenario, we
further separate our data as follows. The recipients of
the mail in our collection are first randomly split into
two user groups of roughly equal size. The original
messages used for training and testing are separated
accordingly, as illustrated in Figure 5. We treat user
group 1 as “known users” and user group 2 as “new
users”. In order words, the labels of all messages in
collection A are assumed available, but only the la-
bels of a subset of spam messages in collection C are
revealed through junk mail reports. For this set of
experiments, we will use the messages in collection A
to train a content-based filter and use the partial la-
bels of messages in collection C to build a user model.
The combined model is then evaluated using mail in
collection D.

Recall that a junk mail report is essentially an un-
caught spam message reported by the user. Therefore,
to simulate such user behaviors, a base spam filter has
to be built first. We build a content-based classifier
using the messages in collection A, where the learn-
ing algorithm and features are the same as used in
Section 4.2.1. We assume this filter operates at 0.1
false-positive rate due to the inherent difficulty of han-
dling gray mail or mixed-sender messages, and select
the decision threshold through cross validation on mail
collection A. The precision of this classifier (used in
Equations 3 and 4) is also estimated similarly. When
applying this content-based filter to mail collection C,
messages with probabilities of being spam lower than
the threshold are predicted as good mail and delivered
to the inboxes. The false-negative cases (i.e., uncaught
spam) may be reported by the users. We introduce a
parameter α as the report rate or the likelihood that
an uncaught spam message will be reported as junk
mail, and vary this parameter in the experiments to
observe how the number of junk reports affects the
results.

Notice that this approach of simulating junk mail re-
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Figure 6: The true-positive rates at 0.1 false-positive
rate of two user models when the feedback is limited.
Model 1 assumes all uncaught spam messages are re-
ported; model 2 includes a correction term that esti-
mates the count of unreported junk mail messages.

ports is a simplified setting. In practice, a spam filter
is often updated frequently using the latest training
data and the uncaught spam messages are in fact the
prediction results of various filters trained using mes-
sages received in different time periods. Using the mail
received in the same period to train the filter for the
purpose of simulating junk mail reports, we believe,
captures the behavior of an continuously updated fil-
ter. Note that the true testing data, the mail in collec-
tion D, is still messages received in a non-overlapping
time period.

We compared the two user models proposed in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 when combined with the content-based filter
and tested on mail collection D. Model 1 (Equation 3)
assumes all uncaught spam messages are reported and
model 2 (Equation 4) includes a correction term to es-
timate the counts of unreported junk mail messages.
We assume the filter operates at 0.1 false-positive rate
and show the corresponding true-positive rates of these
two user models at different report rates. Figure 6
presents the results, where the x-axis is α, the prob-
ability of reporting the wrongly classified spam mes-
sages, and the y-axis is the true positive rate.

From the figure, we notice that the performance of
both models is consistently improved as α increases.
Moreover, model 2 performs better when the report
rate is low, but not as good when this parameter be-
comes larger. This phenomenon seems to imply that
the correction term used in model 2 is useful only when
most uncaught spam messages are not reported. No-
tice that even when such user feedback is limited, this
additional information can still bring some improve-
ment to the spam filter when processing gray mail or



mixed-sender mail. For example, when the report rate
α is 0.2, both model increase the true-positive rate
from 0.37 to 0.43.

5 Related Work

Although the gray mail problem is a commonly ob-
served issue in production spam filtering systems, it is
often treated as normal label errors and has attracted
little attention in the research community. A pioneer-
ing study on this problem was first done by Yih et al.
(2007), where they proposed using campaign detection
techniques to find gray mail and then build a classifier
to distinguish gray mail from regular mail. Although
they managed to show some improvement on spam fil-
tering using a gray mail classifier, the scale of the ex-
periments there was relatively small. In addition, gray
mail was still processed by a regular content-based fil-
ter without taking the mail recipients into account.
In contrast, we show the importance of email person-
alization to the gray mail problem and conduct our
experiments using larger datasets.

Email personalization is treated as incorporating user
preferences with a content-based classifier in the filter
that is learned in the framework of partitioned logistic
regression (Chang et al., 2008). This model can be
viewed as a novel hybrid model between the genera-
tive model, naive Bayes, and its discriminative coun-
terpart, logistic regression. It is especially suitable to
our task since the content features and user features
fall into different categories naturally. In this paper,
we further enhance the user model and suggest alter-
native training methods that can also handle partial
user feedback.

Note that our email personalization strategy is quite
different from previous approaches. Personalized email
spam filtering has typically been viewed as training a
model that fits better individual mail distribution, in-
stead of adjusting the filter to learn user preference.
In particular, the class label of an email message is as-
sumed to be independent of the recipient of the mail.
For example, a Dirichlet process model to re-sample
training data for each user is used in (Bickel & Scheffer,
2007), where the goal is to make the distribution of this
new training dataset closer to the messages received
by the user. Nevertheless, the strategy of training in-
dividual filters for different users is computationally
expensive for a Web mail system that has hundreds of
millions user accounts.

A model combination approach has also been pro-
posed recently for personalized spam filtering by Segal
(2007), where a globally learned model is combined
with a model trained using only messages sent to the
target user. In comparison, our user preference model

does not require the messages of individual users, but
only the email labels. Partial feedback from the junk
mail reports can also be used to enhance the filter when
handling gray mail.

6 Conclusions & Future Work

In this work we addressed a difficult challenge for spam
filters in practice – gray mail. Using a large mail cor-
pus labeled by Hotmail users, we found that gray mail
is a common problem and has placed significant limi-
tations on global filtering schemes, even with the help
of traditional noise-reduction techniques.

To address this challenge we proposed a personalized
filtering approach based on the partitioned logistic re-
gression learning model. We showed that, by incor-
porating individual user preferences directly into the
model, we were able to significantly improve filter per-
formance on gray mail. Perhaps more importantly, we
also showed how our scheme was better suited to our
target application – large-scale Web Mail systems –
than previous work. Although there exist other per-
sonalized frameworks, most of them incur large storage
and processing costs that may not be practical in such
settings. Furthermore, some require extensive knowl-
edge of each user and thus may not work well when
only partial user feedback is available. In contrast, our
scheme incurs very little additional cost above tradi-
tional global filtering schemes, and is designed to work
even with only partial user feedback.

In the future we would like to explore additional per-
sonalization schemes to help solve the gray mail prob-
lem. While our approach effectively learns different
filtering thresholds for each user, another complemen-
tary direction is to build explicit lists of black/white
senders for each user. Despite the fact that most Web-
based email systems today allow users to build such
lists, gray mail is still a current problem. Therefore we
would like to investigate this direction to help make
it more effective in practice (e.g., by increasing user
participation). Another possibility is to automatically
infer these lists after observing user behavior. There
are still several unanswered questions, though, such
as determining what types and levels of user behavior
are necessary to construct quality sender black/white
lists? We feel that our approach is complimentary
to this overall direction, though, since it provides a
more personalized filter even in the cases when user
black/white lists are ineffective (e.g., in first-contact
scenarios). An effective gray mail solution may require
a combination of several personalized schemes, and we
feel that the solution we’ve proposed in this paper is
a solid step in this direction.
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